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Boys will be boys

Chillin’ with my bros
I got it from my
mama
Boys got swagger,
men have style, but
A great girl is
gentlemen have class
classy not trashy
Be a warrior in a
Girls are
room of worriers
changing the
world
A great man is strong
because he can be
Who run the
gentle
world? GIRLS.
Haters are my greatest
Just like my
motivators
eyeliner, I
always wing it A real man provides,
protects and
I’m not one in a
perseveres
million, I’m one
in 7 billion
The only time a man
should ever lie is to
Leave a little
surprise someone
sparkle
everywhere you No guts, no glory.
go
Release the beast
I’m wild and
within
free
The only person
I dress to
impress is me

Oh hey there!
Short and sweet
…
I got nothing

Attitude

Attitude

I’d rather be someone’s
Sunday morning, not
Saturday night
Be the EXTRA in
extraordinary

I’ve got hustle and heart
*Insert witty
Instagram caption
I don’t believe in
here*
SOMEDAY, I believe in
TODAY
Just livin’ life
Just chillin’
Today’s perfect

When life gives me
lemons, I make
lemonade then sell it

Yup, another food
My life my rules
pic
I’m not lucky, I’m
Why so serious?
talented
Time for a
You can beat me down
change
but I’ll just jump back up

I may be down to earth
but I’m still above you
I’m confident, your
opinion of me won’t
change that
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“I could build a
Don’t be average, You’re like a fourcastle out of all
be savage
leaf clover: hard to
the bricks they
find and lucky to
It’s not my fault
threw at me”
have
truth hurts, here’s
“I think I’m
a bandaid
You’re amazing,
ready for my
brave, strong,
Be the kind of
close up”
beautiful and perfect
person that makes
“Pictures of last
in every way
others step up
night ended up
their game
So much to be
online, I’m
thankful for
Single as a dollar
screwed”
but not looking for Nothing shines
“I’ll just keep on
change
brighter than a heart
living, the way I
of gold
Well behaved
want to live”
people don’t make Mistakes are proof
“I got sinning on
it into history
that you’ve tried
my mind”
books
The journey is
“Find me where
Looks aren’t
always the best part
the wild things
everything but I
Today’s the best
are”
have them just in
kind of day
“I got one less case
Life is only as
problem without
People say I act
legendary as you
ya”
like I don’t care
make it
“I’m bringing
but it’s not an act
Good vibes only
sexy back”
I can easily tell
Livin’ the good life
“We’re always how intelligent
undercover”

someone is by
how stupid they
think I am.

Clever
Captions
Clever

Captions
Don’t judge
someone by their
mistakes but on how
they fix them
If I don’t post a
picture, did it even
really happen?

You know you’ve
made it when your
idols become your
rivals
They call me ranch
‘cuz I be dressing

One does not simply
create a clever
Instagram caption
Maybe she’s born
with it, maybe it’s
the Clarendon filter
If the world was
created in 7 days but
it took 9 months to
make me, I’m
clearly a big deal
People will judge
everything you do,
so you do you

